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NEW INSTANT GAMES BRING 
INSTANT JOY THROUGH YEAR’S END 

 
November 9, 2016 
LITTLE ROCK – The Arkansas Scholarship Lottery’s instant games for November and December 
are stocking-stuffer ready and primed to provide instant joy for friends, family and colleagues. 
 
With the theme of “Give Instant Joy,” recently-launched games for November include $1 The 
Perfect Gift with a $3,000 top prize, $2 Fast 5X with a $20,000 top prize, $5 10X Joker’s Jackpot 
with a $100,000 top prize, and $10 $10,000 Blast! with a $10,000 top prize. 
 
New December scratch-off games – set to launch Nov. 29 – include $1 I Love To Win! with a top 
prize of $3,000 and four different scenes, $2 Tic Tac Tripler with a $20,000 top prize, $3 Bingo! 
with a top prize of $75,000 and three different scenes, $5 Lucky You!, with a top prize of 
$100,000, and $10 CA$H BA$H, with a top prize of a quarter-million dollars. 
 
“We think these new instant games are the perfect gift for your holiday office party, your 
neighbors, in-laws, hairstylists, or as a secret Santa gift,” Arkansas Scholarship Lottery Director 
Bishop Woosley said. “I’ve also seen them used as ornaments on a Christmas tree; they look 
great!” 
 
About the Arkansas Scholarship Lottery 
More than 92 cents of every dollar of Lottery revenue goes to prizes, scholarships and retailer 
commissions in the state. Since Lottery sales started in 2009, the Arkansas Scholarship Lottery 
has provided more than $700 million for in-state college scholarships to Arkansas students, 
players have won nearly $2 billion in prizes, and Lottery retailers have earned more than $178 
million in commissions.  
 
Please follow the Arkansas Scholarship Lottery on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Visit 
www.myarkansaslottery.com for more information on scholarships, winners, games, odds, 
promotions -- and to join the free Play It Again™ Rewards Club. To hear winning numbers, call 
the Winning Numbers Hotline at 501-682-IWON (4966). To get help with problem gambling, 
contact the National Problem Gambling Helpline at 1-800-522-4700.  
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